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Enable wins new business
in the UK and Abroad...
Since the spring Enable has gained
a wide range of exciting and
challenging projects for both new
and existing clients. New clients
include Scope, Sugro, Bestway,
GKN, Atkins Global, ESS (Compass

Bestway was established in 1962

Group) and Transnational.

and is one of the fastest growing
privately held companies. Today,
the Bestway Group has a

The joint venture between Enable
Software and Infomatrix has been

Cheltenham College Junior School

controlled by the appropriate

diversified portfolio, with interests

very successful and the companies

boasts a total of 250 fee paying

member of staff. The system had

in Cash & Carry wholesale,

are significantly benefiting from

pupils and has an enviable

to be easy to use and personalised

property investments, retail

shared resources.

reputation for excellence. The school

to the needs of the different

outlets, cement production and
more recently banking.

required a secure extranet platform

groups of people who would be

With many new projects under

that could be accessed from its web

using the system, and at the same

way it promises to be a busy time

site to allow stakeholders, including

time be accessible by both PC and

Enable Software has been asked to

for Enable and we will continue to

parents and pupils, access to

Mac users.

develop a content managed
website for Bestway. This will

keep you informed of the progress. appropriate documentation and
information.
Please do not hesitate to contact

Enable Software’s Relationship

make website changes a simple

Fusion was the perfect answer.

task which can be undertaken by
Bestway without the need for a

us with any queries. We look

This information needed to be held

forward to hearing from you soon.

in an easily administered document

This customised solution allows

web expert. Content authors at

management application with access

organisations of any size to deploy

Bestway will have the ability to

controlled by a strong permissions

a knowledge management system

publish their own material as an

module. This would allow each

quickly and easily at a price that

extension of their job, without

section of the document

provides a speedy return on

having to learn new technical

management system to be

investment.

skills.

Best Wishes

Andrew Butt, Managing Director
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Enable makes life easier for TNC’s Clients...
The TNC Group was established in

contact TNC by phone or email.

TNC client to login to a secure

1973 to support and assist all

TNC would often respond with

portal within the TNC website to

organisations that extend credit to

hard copy reports and statements

access their account information.

their customers.

in the post.

TNC are able to upload client

Today the Group's network of

TNC wanted to significantly

access permissions to ensure that

companies provide a wide range of

improve visibility for their clients,

clients only see data relevant to

credit management and finance

and approached Enable who

them.

management services to

recommended a web based system

thousands of clients

so that clients could login any

The solution has provided TNC

throughout the UK and Ireland.

time and from anywhere to get an

with a simple yet highly effective

up-to-date view of their debts.

system as well as giving them

specific information and manage

Open communication with

competitive advantage, helping

customers is a key priority for

Enable developed a solution

them to retain clients and secure

TNC. In the past if clients wanted

through careful consultation with

future business.

to view their accounts they had to

TNC. The solution allows each

TNC

plc

“The solution has provided TNC with a simple yet highly effective
system as well as giving them competitive advantage, helping
them to retain clients and secure future business.”

Sugro distributes products through

ESS (Eurest Support Services) are

Scope is a registered charity

GKN Autostructures Limited

its 61 wholesale nation-wide

rolling out the Safety-Exchange

focused on people with Cerebral

specialise in the design,

distributor members. The service

across all UK business locations to

Palsy. The main aim of the

development and manufacturing

is supported by 350 field and tele

help track & manage their Health

organisation is to help disabled

of automotive body, chassis

sale personnel and 450 delivery

& Safety processes. ESS (part of

people achieve equality.

systems and structural assemblies.

vehicles. The success of the Sugro

the Compass Group) is the market

contract division has spurred the

leader in the provision of facilities

Scope have approximately 300

Enable Software have been

growth and development of the

management services including

shops throughout the UK and have

engaged to provide an Engineering

Sugro on-line business-to-business

catering, hospitality, domestic and

recently implemented Enable’s

Requests System to provide

Internet solution.

building services, leisure and retail

Property-Tracker. This web based

macro-level management of all

facilities, supply and logistics. The

platform gives Scope the ability to

new product introductions and

Enable Software was asked to

ESS global team will be running a

view and efficiently manage

engineering change. The system

develop an ecommerce site for the

pilot ‘Safety-Exchange’ across 5

property information from a

will utilise Enables New Product

wholesale sector of Sugro. This

continents with the longer term

corporate perspective and allows

Introduction (NPI) Tracker

has allowed independent retailers

objectives aimed at introducing a

them to access all the property

software which is a web-based

to place their orders directly with

common H&S reporting system

information such as rent and lease

solution allowing customers to

Sugro via their website from

across their international business

details from any user location.

define their own processes and

anywhere within the UK.

locations.

workflows electronically.

THREE

“This demonstrates an excellent way of using technology to
bring all the people involved in a project together and create
long lasting risk awareness”
(Judge’s Comment)

Sainsbury's win an award
with the help of Enable...
Enable Infomatix have worked with

Sainsbury's wanted to use the

events at source and removes the

Sainsbury's for several years,

Internet to enable improved

need for double handling of data.

developing a wide range of

communication, collaboration and

This allows trend analysis and

bespoke software for the property

knowledge gathering while

cause and effect evaluation as well

division.

maintaining transparency across

as enabling the creation of a

the supply chain.

culture of targeted improvement

With the help of Enable Infomatrix,

programmes.

Sainsbury's property division won

With the help of Enable Infomatrix

‘The Most Effective use of

Sainsbury's were able to

The health and safety file is

Technology’ award in the 2004

implement management tools to

audited online throughout the

European Risk Management

measure KPI’s and accident

construction process and the

Awards. The challenge for the

frequency rates which has

accident frequency rates can be

property division was to remove

removed the need for repeated

reported in real time or monitored

reliance on disparate systems and

training. The data for accident

via month by month progress

create a consistent platform.

statistics enables capture of all

throughout the project.

IOSH 04 Conference
Enable Infomatrix participated in the IOSH 04 conference and
exhibition on the 19th and 20th April. It was held in Harrogate at the
International Conference Centre and the event attracted over 1500
people from throughout the UK and Internationally, maintaining the
event as the premier choice for IOSH professionals.

IOSH 2004 Exhibition provided valuable information for OS&H
executives, specialists, and leading companies, consultants and
journalists. Our stand generated considerable interest and several
confirmed orders from a range of companies and government funded
organisations. We also presented a spotlight presentation detailing
the development and launch of CHaSPI (see following page) as well
as our Safety-Exchange software.

FOUR

HSE launch CHaSPI based on Info-Exchange platform...
The HSE have launched ‘CHaSPI’

consultants Greenstreet Berman to

undergoing a validation period at

(Corporate Heath & Safety

fast track programme we

present before a planned national

Performance Index) based on our

developed a web based version of

launch later this year. In the

‘Info-Exchange’ technology

CHaSPI that was launched in

meantime HSE have plans for an

platform. Enable Infomatrix were

February 2004. Interested parties

SME version and software

commissioned late in 2003 to

can visit the site via

development work is due to

develop the software for this

www.chaspi.info-exchange.com for

commence in August.

innovative Health & Safety

more information or to register

Commission project.

and complete the H&S index

Working closely with safety

online. The concept of CHaSPI is

Corporate Health & Safety
Performance Index

Wafi City takes on the Enable
Infomatrix Property-Tracker...
environment enables Wafi to
efficiently track all of their retail,
office and residential units of
which there are over 500.
The software was configured to
match Wafi’s property portfolio
and enables them to maintain all
associated key property contact
details.
Property-Tracker allows Wafi to
upload and archive all associated
documentation such as surveys,
planning decisions, sketches and
photographs. External parties can
be given restricted access to view
or maintain specific information
on a property by property basis
which reduces time, cost and
Wafi City is one of the finest

spectacular shops, restaurants and

requirement to maintain, track and

shopping malls in the Middle East.

cafes, an extensive leisure club and

manage information relating to

The complex is owned by MKM

stunning apartments with rooftop

each of the their property assets.

Commercial Holdings; a property

gardens.

management company. Wafi City

administration.
Enable Infomatrix delivered a
hosted solution to help reduce

Property-Tracker is a web based

costs and speed deployment, both

is based in Dubai and is described

Enable Infomatrix were

platform that does exactly this.

of which are essential in today's

as a city within a city. You will find

approached by Wafi Mall with a

The secure, configurable

competitive business environment.
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